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Constrained C2 adsorbate orientation 
enables CO-to-acetate electroreduction

Jian Jin1,2,18, Joshua Wicks3,18, Qiuhong Min1,18, Jun Li4,18, Yongfeng Hu5, Jingyuan Ma6,7, 
Yu Wang6,7, Zheng Jiang6,7, Yi Xu8, Ruihu Lu1,9, Gangzheng Si1, Panagiotis Papangelakis8, 
Mohsen Shakouri10, Qunfeng Xiao10, Pengfei Ou3, Xue Wang3, Zhu Chen3, Wei Zhang11, 
Kesong Yu11, Jiayang Song1, Xiaohang Jiang1, Peng Qiu1, Yuanhao Lou1, Dan Wu1, Yu Mao9, 
Adnan Ozden8, Chundong Wang1, Bao Yu Xia12, Xiaobing Hu13,14, Vinayak P. Dravid13,14, 
Yun-Mui Yiu15, Tsun-Kong Sham15, Ziyun Wang9, David Sinton8, Liqiang Mai11 ✉, 
Edward H. Sargent3,16,17 ✉ & Yuanjie Pang1 ✉

The carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide electroreduction reactions, when powered 
using low-carbon electricity, offer pathways to the decarbonization of chemical 
manufacture1,2. Copper (Cu) is relied on today for carbon–carbon coupling, in which it 
produces mixtures of more than ten C2+ chemicals3–6: a long-standing challenge lies in 
achieving selectivity to a single principal C2+ product7–9. Acetate is one such C2 
compound on the path to the large but fossil-derived acetic acid market. Here we 
pursued dispersing a low concentration of Cu atoms in a host metal to favour the 
stabilization of ketenes10—chemical intermediates that are bound in monodentate 
fashion to the electrocatalyst. We synthesize Cu-in-Ag dilute (about 1 atomic per cent 
of Cu) alloy materials that we find to be highly selective for acetate electrosynthesis 
from CO at high *CO coverage, implemented at 10 atm pressure. Operando X-ray 
absorption spectroscopy indicates in situ-generated Cu clusters consisting of <4 
atoms as active sites. We report a 12:1 ratio, an order of magnitude increase compared 
to the best previous reports, in the selectivity for acetate relative to all other products 
observed from the carbon monoxide electroreduction reaction. Combining catalyst 
design and reactor engineering, we achieve a CO-to-acetate Faradaic efficiency of 91% 
and report a Faradaic efficiency of 85% with an 820-h operating time. High selectivity 
benefits energy efficiency and downstream separation across all carbon-based 
electrochemical transformations, highlighting the importance of maximizing the 
Faradaic efficiency towards a single C2+ product11.

Acetic acid has annual production volumes of more than 18 million tonnes 
and a market value approaching US$10 billion per year12. It is an industrial 
solvent for terephthalic acid production and a precursor to vinyl acetate for 
paints, adhesives and coatings13. Sodium and potassium acetates, which are 
derived from acetic acid14, are useful as food additives. Industrial produc-
tion of acetic acid and acetate requires a multi-step process: thermocata-
lytic conversion of syngas to methanol at 5–10 MPa and 250 °C (ref. 15), 
followed by methyl carbonylation16 of methanol and CO to form acetic acid. 
This process, derived from fossil fuels, generates 1.6 kg of cradle-to-gate 
CO2-equivalent emissions per kilogram of acetic acid produced17.

Electrochemical systems powered by renewable electricity have 
achieved the synthesis of acetate and acetic acid using CO2 or CO, 
and water, as reagents18,19. Acetate to acetic acid conversion is readily 
achievable by the in situ neutralization of acetate20. Direct aqueous 
CO2-to-acetate electroreduction has shown impressive selectivity 
reaching a Faradaic efficiency (FE) of 49% (ref. 21); however, the full-cell 
potential was 6.6 V, compared to the theoretical energy value of the ace-
tate–O2 couple of 0.91 V, resulting in an overall energy consumption of 
285 GJ per tonne of potassium acetate produced. To improve both volt-
age and acetate selectivity, tandem carbon dioxide electroreduction 
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reaction (CO2RR) has shown promise: by pairing CO2-to-CO solid oxide 
electrolyser cell (SOEC) technology, which provides FE greater than 
95% (refs. 22,23), with a CO-to-C2+ electrolyser2, tandem CO2RR benefits 
from a more energy- and carbon-efficient CO2-to-CO step. Starting from 
CO reduces complexity because two fewer electrons per CO molecule 
are needed to obtain the same product as from CO2 (refs. 24,25). Current 
state-of-the-art CO-to-acetate electroconversion has a comparable FE 
to that in the direct CO2RR approach but was achieved at a much lower 
full-cell potential of about 4 V, showing promise with a lower overall 
energy consumption of 231 GJ per tonne of potassium acetate20. For 
economic viability, we aim to achieve a comparably high FE (>90%)11 
between SOEC and CO-to-acetate reactors.

Carbon–carbon (C–C) coupling electrochemistry relies on Cu-based 
catalysts26; these, however, have low selectivity among the many 

possible C2 products. We noted that C2 intermediates have diverse 
binding orientations, and indeed certain intermediates, such as those 
bidentate-bound to Cu (binding of the intermediate at two points of 
contact), favour ethylene, ethanol and 1-propanol5,20.

By contrast, monodentate C2 intermediates have a one-to-one 
mapping to acetate10. This motivated us to pursue small, isolated, Cu 
domains in the catalyst surface, hoping to promote acetate relative 
to the products that arise from bidentate-bound intermediates. To 
address the lowered rate of C–C coupling when the catalyst surface is 
a sea of non-Cu atoms, we would exploit the use of modest pressures 
of CO. In this way (Fig. 1a), we would combine monodentate-favouring 
isolated Cu clusters with increased *CO coverage to seek increased 
acetate selectivity in carbon monoxide electroreduction reaction 
(CORR).
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Fig. 1 | CO-to-acetate electrocatalyst design. a, Schematic illustration of 
design matrix considering both CO pressure and host metal for Cu/M-DA 
materials. Quadrant I: increased *CO coverage due to pressure and weak-binding 
host metal lead to extreme selectivity towards acetate (acetate/(other C2+)  
ratio > 5). Quadrant II (strong binding host metal and high pressure) and 
quadrant III (weak-binding host metal and atmospheric pressure): improved 
selectivity to acetate (2 < acetate/(other C2+) ratio < 5). Quadrant IV: strong 
binding host metal at atmospheric pressure leads to a mixed C2+ product 
distribution (acetate/(other C2+) ratio < 2). b, Comparison of the bifurcation of 

*(OH)C=COH → *C=C=O and *(OH)C=COH → *C=COH reaction pathways as an 
indicator for acetate selectivity across a series of Cu/M-DAs (modelled as Cu1M35, 
M = Ag, Au, Pd, Pt or Ni) surfaces at 0 V. c, Combination of *CO + *CO coupling 
energy and the difference between branching acetate and ethylene + ethanol 
reaction pathways highlights the down-selection of Cu/Ag-DA materials from 
the initial candidate list. d, Branching of acetate and ethylene + ethanol reaction 
pathways with explicitly modelled *CO coverage and Cu cluster size. ML, 
monolayer. a was created with BioRender.com.
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Using density functional theory, we first examine the branching of 
*(OH)C=COH → *C=C=O (monodentate; one-to-one mapping to acetate) 
versus *(OH)C=COH → *C=COH (bidentate; one-to-many mapping to 
ethylene, ethanol and n-propanol)10 to explore acetate selectivity across 
a series of (111) Cu-in-M dilute alloy (Cu/M-DA; modelled as Cu1M35, M =  
Ag, Au, Pd, Pt, Ni) surfaces in Fig. 1b10. These metals were selected 
because they have the same bulk crystallographic space group as Cu 
(Fm3m) and include metals with traditionally weak (Ag, Au) and strong 
(Pd, Pt, Ni) CO binding energies. A single Cu atom in this model repre-
sents an atomic concentration of about 3% expected for a dilute alloy. 
We used the computational hydrogen electrode model and a potential 
of 0 V to compute the reaction energies (data for other applied poten-
tials are in Supplementary Figs. 1 and 2). The use of Ag and Au as Cu 
hosts favours monodentate-binding *C=C=O over bidentate-binding 
*C=COH, consistent with the picture that surrounding a Cu atom with 
a metal having weaker adsorption for carbon-based adsorbates stabi-
lizes monodentate C2 adsorbates. For these adsorbates to exist on the 
largely non-Cu surfaces, the coupling of two *CO adsorbates on that 
same surface should also be feasible9,27. In Fig. 1c, we model *CO–*CO 
coupling to *OCCO and the subsequent proton transfer from water to 
*OCCOH along the x axis. The Cu1Ag35 surface is shown to favour *CO 
dimerization over Cu1Au35, and the unfavourable coupling on Cu1Pd35, 
Cu1Pt35 and Cu1Ni35 is attributed to the strong adsorption of *CO. This 
result, although promising, would require that sufficient surface cov-
erage of *CO be obtained to support a sufficient rate of *CO dimeriza-
tion. A coverage-dependent phase diagram28 (Supplementary Fig. 3) 
shows that increasing the partial pressure of CO is key to enabling use 
of the Cu-in-Ag dilute alloy (Cu/Ag-DA) catalyst materials. Adding *CO 
species to the surface (Fig. 1d) increases the extent to which the over-
all acetate/(all other C2+ pathways) ratio is favoured by a further 0.36 eV. 
We also note that perfect single atoms are not mandatory: clusters of 
two and three Cu atoms (Cu2Ag34 and Cu3Ag33) also favour the *C=C=O 
adsorbate over *C=COH to a similar extent as the Cu1Ag35 model (Fig. 1d).

We pursued the synthesis of Cu/M-DA catalysts in which M = Ag, Au or 
Ni, down-selecting from our original list to include the most promising 
host material (Ag), a positive control (Au) and a negative control (Ni). We 
used a one-pot synthesis for alloy nanoparticles with two precursors29, 
one for Cu, the other for the host metal M, and we raise the nucleation 
energy of Cu above that of the host metal using chloride anions30. In this 
way, we control the growth rates and crystalline phases of both metals, 
seeking catalysts with Cu atoms evenly dispersed in the host. Focusing 
on Cu/Ag-DA, scanning electron microscopy (SEM; Supplementary 
Fig. 4) shows Cu/Ag-DA nanoparticles with an average diameter of 
140 nm and a bulk Cu/Ag atomic ratio of about 1% (inductively cou-
pled plasma optical emission spectroscopy and X-ray photoelectron 
spectroscopy; Supplementary Fig. 5 and Supplementary Table 1). The 
morphology (Fig. 2a,b and Supplementary Figs. 4 and 6) and electro-
chemical surface area (Supplementary Fig. 7) of the as-synthesized 
nanoparticles match the post-CORR samples after 1 h of operation. 
SEM with energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (SEM-EDS; Supple-
mentary Figs. 8 and 9) and transmission electron microscopy with EDS 
(TEM-EDS; Supplementary Figs. 10 and 11) return both Cu and Ag signals 
within a single particle. Electron diffraction, high-resolution TEM, fast 
Fourier transform thereof (Fig. 2c and Supplementary Fig. 10d,e,i,j) and 
X-ray diffraction (Supplementary Fig. 12) indicate an Ag lattice without 
crystalline Cu features, both before and after CORR. TEM and high-angle 
annular dark-field (HAADF) scanning TEM images of the Cu/Ag-DA, 
before and after CORR (Fig. 2d,e–h), detect no evident segregation of 
Cu, indicating a uniform distribution of Cu atoms within the Ag lattice. 
We carried out analogous materials characterization for Cu/Au-DA and 
Cu/Ni-DA and obtained comparable results (Supplementary Figs. 13–15 
and Supplementary Table 2).

We then carried out X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) to exam-
ine the electronic structure during CORR. Ex situ X-ray absorption 
near-edge structure (XANES) results (Fig. 3a) show that Cu in the 
Cu/Ag-DA catalyst is oxidized before and after CORR, and no Cu–Cu 
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Fig. 2 | Structural characterization of Cu/Ag-DA nanoparticles. a,b, TEM  
(a) and HAADF scanning TEM (b) images of the as-synthesized catalysis before 
CORR. Scale bars, 100 nm (a) and 50 nm (b). c, Electron diffraction patterns of the 
nanoparticles shown in b. d, Atomic-resolution HAADF image of nanoparticles 

before CORR. Scale bar, 1 nm. e,f, TEM (e) and atomic-resolution HAADF  
(f) images of catalysts after CORR. Inset in f is the digital fast Fourier transform 
image. Scale bars, 50 nm (e) and 1 nm (f). g,h, ADF image (g) and map (h) of Ag 
signal within 390–490 eV based on reconstructed data cube.
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bond formation is observed in the catalyst from the corresponding 
extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS; Fig. 3b), suggesting 
an atomic dispersion of Cu in the metallic Ag lattice (Supplementary 
Fig. 16). Operando XAS characterization in a flow cell reactor with an 
X-ray-transparent window31 (Supplementary Fig. 17) enabled us to evalu-
ate the catalyst structure under realistic reaction conditions. During 
CORR at −0.36 V and −0.66 V versus the reversible hydrogen electrode 
(RHE), the Cu K-edge white-line intensities decrease (Fig. 3a), and the 
corresponding EXAFS spectra indicate low-coordination clusters of 
Cu atoms in Ag under both reduction potentials.

To assess the size of these isolated Cu clusters, we computed Cu 
K-edge XANES spectra of Cu-in-Ag clusters containing 1 to 30 Cu atoms 
(Fig. 3c). By comparing experimental and theoretically computed spec-
tra, we found that clusters with 1–4 Cu atoms show a similar spectral 
pattern to that of the Cu/Ag-DA catalysts during CORR. In addition, we 
carried out time-dependent operando XAS measurements (Supplemen-
tary Fig. 18) and showed that Cu clusters in Ag retain their structure over 
time at 0.36 V and −0.66 V versus RHE. Taken together, these findings 
suggest that Cu/Ag-DA contains Cu clusters of an average size of about 
four or fewer atoms.

Figure 3d shows a maximum wavelet transform of Cu/Ag-DA between 
4 and 8 Å−1 at a radial distance range of 2–3 Å, which corresponds to 
Cu–Cu and Cu–Ag bonding. These results are distinct compared to 
the wavelet transform plots of Cu foil (6–8 Å−1 and 2–2.5 Å) and Ag foil 
(4–8 Å−1 and 2.5–3 Å), suggesting a strong interaction of Cu with Ag 

in Cu/Ag-DA. Notably, an additional band appears on Cu/Ag-DA at a 
maximum wavelet transform of 5–9 Å−1 and a radial distance of about 
1.6 Å that is distinct from the Cu–O bonding (3–7 Å−1 at about 1.4 Å) in 
Cu2O, and that we attribute to Cu–C interaction during CORR. We fitted 
the EXAFS spectra (Supplementary Fig. 19 and Supplementary Table 3) 
of Cu/Ag-DA during CORR and found that a Cu–C bond length of about 
2.0 Å is consistent with metal–C bond lengths reported previously32. 
As the applied potential changes from −0.36 V to −0.66 V, the average 
Cu–Cu coordination number increases from 0.4 to 0.6 whereas both 
Cu–C and Cu–Ag coordination numbers decrease. This suggests that, at 
more negative potentials, the average Cu cluster size increases slightly 
to the order of 4 atoms, and the average interaction between Cu and 
adsorbed C species weakens.

In situ Raman spectroscopy during CORR (Supplementary Fig. 20) 
shows several peaks corresponding to *CO adsorption on Cu and Ag 
sites and a major peak at about 541 cm−1. When CO is substituted for 
an inert gas such as N2, this peak is not observed. The wavenumber 
of the peak decreases when using 13CO gas. These observations sug-
gest assignment to a carbon-based reaction intermediate. Vibrational 
frequency calculations (Supplementary Tables 4 and 5) on the model 
Cu1Ag35 slab find that this major peak is most closely associated with 
*C=C=O or *(OH)C=COH adsorbates.

At atmospheric pressure, the Cu/Ag-DA exhibits an experimental 
acetate selectivity of 69 ± 2%, detected using nuclear magnetic reso-
nance (NMR), with low (9 ± 1%) hydrogen evolution reaction. This value 
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exceeds the best previous reports5 by 1.4×. We then used a pressur-
ized flow reactor to enhance *CO surface coverage (Supplementary 
Fig. 21), aiming to further increase FEacetate. Supplying the reactor with 
CO gas at 10 atm, we achieve selectivity of 91 ± 2% to acetate (Fig. 4a), 
and an energy efficiency of 27%. FEacetate peaks at −0.57 V versus RHE 
and remains above 80% for a wide operating potential window (Fig. 4b 
and Supplementary Table 6), and within this window the energy effi-
ciency increases to 34% (Supplementary Table 7). To check whether 
carbon-based products are derived from the reaction gas, 13CO label-
ling experiments with 1H-NMR33 and 13C-NMR4 were carried out: these 
showed that the carbon in acetate comes from 13C (Supplementary 
Figs. 22–25). The competing CORR pathways to ethylene (detected 
by gas chromatography; Supplementary Fig. 26) and ethanol are sup-
pressed, leading to an increase in the acetate/(other C2+) ratio from 
3.2 to 12.8 with increasing pressure. H2 FE is also further suppressed at 
10 atm to about 2%. Reducing CO flow to as low as 2 standard cubic centi-
metres per minute (SCCM; compared to 60 SCCM in other experiments) 
enables a single-pass utilization of CO that reaches 71%, a utilization 
that is accompanied by an FEacetate of 87% to acetate (Supplementary 
Fig. 27). Acetate FE is sensitive to KOH concentration: selectivity peaks 
at KOH concentrations greater than 5 M (Supplementary Fig. 28), in 
agreement to previous literature34.

Linking back to the host metal screening in Fig. 1, we find that cata-
lytic trends are consistent when using the experimentally derived 
optimal voltage of −0.57 V versus RHE in reaction energy calculations  
(Supplementary Fig. 2). As *(OH)C=COH → *C=COH includes an electron 
transfer and *(OH)C=COH → *C=C=O does not, we find the breakeven 
point at which the relative difference between these two pathways 
is zero to be at −0.75 V (more negative than experimentally relevant 
applied potentials).

We investigated how the atomic percentage of Cu affects perfor-
mance (Fig. 4c, Supplementary Table 2 and Supplementary Fig. 29). For 
samples with less Cu, the ratio of acetate to other C2+ species remains 
constant, but more H2 evolution is observed, a finding we attribute 
to an increase in undoped Ag domains. Samples with more Cu show a 
decrease in the acetate/(other C2+) ratio, probably related to the growth 
of Cu domains on the catalyst surface. Similar trends in the acetate/
(other C2+) ratio were observed when we tested samples prepared 
through copper ion implantation onto a sputtered silver substrate 
(Supplementary Figs. 30 and 31). We also annealed at 100–400 °C and 
found that this produced an aggregation of nanoparticles and a lower 
acetate FE (Supplementary Figs. 32 and 33). CORR experiments using 
other Cu/M-DA catalysts (Supplementary Figs. 13–15) were optimized in 
a similar manner to those using Cu/Ag-DA with Cu percentage, potential 
and pressure as input (Supplementary Fig. 34), and the ratio of acetate 
to other C2+ species remains the highest on Cu/Ag-DA (Fig. 4d). We also 
checked roles for pure Ag and carbon black: these do not show CORR 
activity (Supplementary Fig. 35).

The catalyst showcases an FEacetate of about 85% with <7% change for 
820 h at 10 atm in a membrane electrode assembly reactor (Fig. 4e). 
Over this operating period, the acetate/(other C2+) ratio remains 
above 10 (Supplementary Figs. 36–40). In a flow cell, >88% selectivity 
was recovered after two sequential disassembly/reassembly cycles, 
a finding that suggests minimal change in catalytic activity over this 
operating timescale (Supplementary Fig. 41). In the flow cell, small 
liquid droplets are observed on the backside of the gas diffusion layer, 
indicating that hydrogen evolution reaction is beginning to increase 
as a result of flooding35.

By coupling with metrics for state-of-art CO2-to-CO SOEC technology22,  
our 10-atm CO-to-acetate system consumes only 130 GJ of energy per 
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of CO partial pressure. b, Effect of applied potential. c, Effect of bulk Cu/(Ag+Cu) 
atomic ratio as measured by EDS and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy.  

d, Effect of host metal. e, Demonstration of stable operation: Cu/Ag-DA in a 
10-atm membrane electrode assembly cell during 820 h of electrolysis at 
100 mA cm−2 current density in 2.5 M KOH. Error bars represent the standard 
deviation of measurements based on three independent samples.
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tonne of potassium acetate produced from CO2 feedstock, less than half 
of that consumed by the best direct CO2RR system. Techno-economic 
analyses (see Supplementary Notes and Supplementary Figs. 42 and 43) 
show that operating at elevated pressure adds low dedicated capital and 
operating costs, and on the contrary, reduces system scale by increas-
ing product selectivity and throughput, resulting in a net reduction in 
the electricity costs by 60%. The increased productivity and selectivity 
provides a 25% net overall cost reduction in prospective acetic acid cost 
estimates compared to the best previous reports5,36.

This work couples theory-guided catalyst strategy and reactor design 
to modulate the catalyst microenvironment. We find that combining 
Cu/Ag-DA catalyst materials and high-pressure CO gas leads to a pref-
erence for the monodentate *C=C=O adsorbate and thus selectively 
generates acetate under high *CO coverage, leading to an FEacetate of 91%.
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Methods

Computational methods
The models for the CO-to-acetate electrocatalyst design (Fig.  1) 
were built using the atomic simulation environment (ASE) python 
package37. A 3 × 3 × 4 slab of the (111) facet was used for all calcula-
tions. The bottom two layers of the slab were fixed. For the Cu1Ag35 
model as an example, one surface atom of an Ag surface was substi-
tuted for a Cu atom and then relaxed. The appropriate adsorbate and 
charged water layer were added to the relaxed surface. For efficiency, 
the structures were first relaxed without dipole corrections, and 
then dipole corrections were applied afterwards. Spin polarization 
was used in the Cu1Ni35 models. The charged water layer is defined 
as a monolayer of six water molecules above the surface, in which 
one of the six water molecules is protonated (H3O+). This structure 
is used to account for field and solvation effects38. The water layer 
structure was previously determined by ab initio molecular dynam-
ics and was free to relax during density functional theory (DFT)  
calculations6.

Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (v5.4.4) was used for DFT calcula-
tions. The generalized gradient approximation and the Perdew–Burke–
Ernzerhof exchange-correlation functional were used. Electron–ion 
interactions were addressed with the projector augmented wave 
method39–45. Previous works in CO2 electrocatalysis have used a similar 
set of calculation parameters46–48.

Example INCAR, KPOINTS and submission files are provided, 
along with the relaxed structures of all models used in calculations. 
DFT parameters include a plane-wave basis set energy cutoff of 
450 eV, a force convergence of 0.01 eV Å−1, an energy convergence 
of 10−5 eV, a 3 × 3 × 1 Monkhorst k-point grid, and a 15-Å vacuum gap  
above the slab.

The Gibb’s free energy was calculated by the equation:

∫G E E C T T S∆ = ∆ + ∆ + ∆ d − ∆pelec ZPE 0

298

in which Eelec is the electronic energy from DFT calculations, EZPE is the 
zero-point energy, Cp is the heat capacity, and S is entropy. Zero-point 
energy, heat capacity and entropy are calculated through vibrational 
analysis.

*(OH)C = COH →* C = C = O + H O2

*(OH)C=COH + e →* C=COH + OH− −

The first equation represents the pathway towards acetate and the 
second equation represents the pathway towards other C2+ species 
such as ethylene and ethanol.

In Fig. 1b, ASE was used to generate a list of all possible adsorption 
sites on the surface referenced to one carbon in the (OH)C=COH, C=C=O 
and C=COH adsorbates. Structure energies were calculated for at least 
ten adsorption positions for each adsorbate on each of the five surfaces. 
The lowest energy configuration was used following a check that the 
integrity of the adsorbate was maintained. For example, if an adsorb-
ate dissociated into two adsorbates, was protonated or changed from 
bidentate to monodentate, the configuration was not used in further 
calculations.

In Fig. 1c, two *CO species were modelled explicitly in the C–C cou-
pling calculation to ensure consistent C coverage on the surface in 
initial and final states.

In calculations with multiple adsorbates (Fig. 1d), ASE was used to 
generate combinations of adsorbate sites with a 3-Å radius to prevent 
overlap (including on top, bridge and hollow sites). Adsorbates were 
placed at 10–20 randomly selected configurations. The lowest energy 
configuration (most stable) was used throughout.

XANES calculations
WIEN 2k. The theoretical XANESs of Cu–Ag compounds were calculated 
using DFT49,50 in WIEN 2k51. The program uses the linearized augmented 
plane-wave method. We have used the generalized gradient approxi-
mation52 to calculate self-consistently the ground-state energies for 
these compounds. The program starts with the crystal structures of a 
model compound, and calculates the energy levels by iterations until 
the energies have been reached within 0.0001 Ry. The XANES spectra 
are then obtained by the transitions between these energy levels follow-
ing the selection rule. Owing to the small amount of Cu in our samples, 
Cu atoms do not form a crystal with Ag, but form Cu atomic clusters 
on the surface of Ag.

FEFF9 theory. The theoretical XANES spectra have also been calculated 
by FEFF9 theory53. FEFF9 is based on the real-space multiple scattering 
theory. It starts with a cluster based on the input file, atom.inp. The 
input files, atom.inp and feff.inp, are derived by the program Artemis54, 
starting with the face-centred cubic (fcc) Ag cif file and having a small 
number of Ag substituted by Cu atoms.

Theoretical prediction of Raman peaks
The vibrational frequencies of adsorbed species were numerically 
calculated using the Vienna ab initio simulation package using the 
harmonic approximation, which uses a fixed substrate. The correspond-
ing second derivatives of the potential energy matrix with respect 
to atomic displacements were calculated using two finite-difference 
steps (NFREE = 2) and atomic movements of 0.015 Å (POTIM) in each 
of the three Cartesian directions, and the resulting dynamical matrix 
was diagonalized. Other parameters are the same as in the calcula-
tions above.

Materials synthesis
The precursor chemicals used in this work were silver nitrate (AgNO3, 
99.5%, Aldrich), oleylamine (C18H37N, 80–90%, Aldrich), copper (II) chlo-
ride dihydrate (CuCl2·H2O, 99.5%, Loba Chemie), gold chloride solution 
(HAuCl4, 23.5~23.8%, Aldrich), nickel acetylacetonate (NiC10H14O4, 95%, 
Aldrich), 1-octadecene (C18H36, >90%, Aldrich), hexane (C6H14, 98.7%, 
BioslabChile) and isopropanol (C3H8O, Loba Chemie). All reagents were 
used as received without any purification.

Cu-in-M dilute alloy (Cu/M-DA) (M = Ag, Au or NiO) catalysts were 
synthesized through the co-reduction of metal precursors. In all experi-
ments, CuCl2·H2O was used as the copper source because the coexist-
ence of Cl− and Cu2+ helps to tune the nucleation energy of Cu. In this 
way, the nucleation rate of Cu can be much lower than that of M (Ag, 
Au or NiO)29,30,55.

For the Cu/Ag-DA catalysts, 0.8 mmol AgNO3, 0.4 mmol CuCl2·H2O 
and 5 ml oleylamine were added into a 100-ml beaker, and then the 
mixtures were stirred magnetically at 80 °C for 20 min. Subsequently, 
the solution was transferred into a 100-ml Teflon-lined autoclave and 
heated to 175 °C for 10 h. After the mixture solution was naturally 
cooled down to room temperature, the Cu/Ag-DA nanoparticles were 
collected by centrifugation at 8,000 r.p.m. The collected products 
were re-dispersed in hexane and washed with isopropanol for further 
characterization.

The synthetic procedure for Cu/Ni-DA catalysts was identical to the 
synthesis of Cu/Ag-DA catalysts, except for the use of different pre-
cursor (NiC10H14O4) and an increased reaction temperature of 200 °C 
(guaranteeing the formation of Ni).

Cu/Au-DA catalysts were prepared with methods modified from a pre-
vious report29. Volumes of 20 ml 1-octadecene and 2 ml oleylamine were 
mixed and heated to 100 °C for 30 min under nitrogen atmosphere. 
After the solution cooled to room temperature, 0.3 mmol HAuCl4 and 
0.15 mmol CuCl2·H2O were added into the mixture and stirred magneti-
cally at 80 °C for 20 min. Afterwards, it was further heated to 280 °C for 
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20 min. After the reaction, 20 ml isopropanol was added to precipitate 
the nanoparticles, and the product was collected by centrifugation at 
8,000 r.p.m. The collected products were re-dispersed in hexane and 
washed with isopropanol for further characterization.

As a post-treatment of Cu/Ag-DA nanoparticles and to avoid the 
oxidation of Ag during the annealing process, the prepared Cu/Ag-DA 
gas diffusion electrodes (GDEs) were heated to annealing tempera-
ture (T = 100–400 °C) for 30 min under a nitrogen atmosphere with 
a 3 °C min−1 heating rate.

Preparation of GDEs
The collected Cu/Ag-DA nanoparticles were dispersed in 3 ml metha-
nol and 30 μl Nafion (5 wt%, Sigma-Aldrich) under ultrasonication for 
30 min. The solution was spray-coated onto a Freudenberg gas diffusion 
layer (H14C9) with a catalyst loading of ≈0.2 mg · cm−2.

CORR in a pressurized flow cell
CORR experiments were carried out in a homemade pressurized flow 
cell (Supplementary Fig. 21) consisting of a catalyst-deposited GDE 
as the working electrode, an anion exchange membrane (Fumasep 
FAA-PK-130) and nickel foam (1.6 mm thickness, MTI Corporation) 
as the anode. The cell was powered by an electrochemical worksta-
tion (Autolab PGSTAT302N) and referenced to an Ag/AgCl electrode 
(saturated KCl as filling solution). An electrolyte of 5 M KOH with a 
volume of 20 ml was used in all experiments. The flow rates of CO gas 
and electrolyte were set to 60 SCCM and 20 ml min−1, respectively.

A cell resistance (Rcell) of 0.85 Ω was measured by the electrochemical 
workstation, iR correction was carried out using the equation:

E E i R( ) = − 0.85 × ×iRAg/AgCl Ag/AgCl cell

in which EAg/AgCl is the applied potential before iR compensation and i 
is the total current.

Applied cathode potentials were converted to the RHE scale using:

E E= ( ) + 0.195 V + 0.0591 × pHiRRHE Ag/AgCl

The full-cell energy efficiency for acetate production is calculated 
as follows56:

E
E

EE =
(1.23 − ) × FE

acetate,full-cell
acetate acetate

cell

in which Ecell is the applied cell voltage, FEacetate is the measured FE of 
acetate, and Eacetate is the thermodynamic potential of CO electroreduc-
tion to acetate (that is, 0.32 V)9.

Gas products (H2, CH4 and C2H4) were analysed using a gas chroma-
tograph (Shimadzu GC-2014) coupled with a thermal conductivity 
detector (for H2) and two flame ionization detectors (for CH4 and C2H4, 
respectively). The liquid products in the catholyte were quantified with 
1H spectroscopy on a Bruker 600-MHZ spectrometer, and dimethylsul-
foxide was used as an internal standard. The samples were taken from 
the catholyte every 10 min, and 50 μl of the sample was mixed with 
450 μl D2O and 100 μl dimethylsulfoxide (about 50 ppm) to measure the 
liquid products. For liquid product detection in 13CORR experiments, 
both 1H spectroscopy and 13C spectroscopy were used; corresponding 
detection methods can be found in refs. 4,33.

CORR in a pressurized membrane electrode assembly
CORR stability experiments were carried out in a homemade pressur-
ized membrane electrode assembly cell (Supplementary Figs. 36 and 39)  
consisting of a catalyst-deposited GDE as the working electrode, an 
anion exchange membrane (Fumasep FAA-PK-130) and nickel foam 
(1.6 mm thickness, MTI Corporation) as the anode. Anode and cathode 
flow-field plates had a geometric area of 1 cm2. The cell was powered by 

an electrochemical workstation (Autolab PGSTAT302N); the current 
density was set to 100 mA cm−2. An electrolyte of 2.5 M KOH was used 
in the experiments. The flow rates of CO gas and electrolyte were set 
to 6.8 SCCM and 0.5 ml min−1, respectively. Gas and liquid products 
were detected using the same methods as above.

Materials characterization
Structural characterization of the as-synthesized catalysts was car-
ried out using X-ray diffraction (MiniFlex600) with Cu-Kα radiation. 
SEM images were taken using a Quanta FEG 250 microscope. TEM, 
high-resolution TEM and EDS mapping images were recorded by a 
Quanta FEG 250. The surface composition was determined by X-ray 
photoelectron spectroscopy (model 5600, Perkin-Elmer) using a mono-
chromatic aluminium X-ray source. Atomic-resolution HAADF images 
and the electron energy-loss spectrum (EELS) analysis were carried out 
on the JEOL ARM 200 CF microscope at 200 kV. This microscope was 
equipped with a cold field-emission gun, a CEOS probe corrector and 
a Gatan Quantum image filtering system. The Gatan image filtering 
system was updated with a K2-IS direct detector. The spatial resolution 
in scanning TEM mode is less than 0.8 Å. The convergence semi-angle 
for HAADF imaging and spectrum imaging is 30 mrad. The collection 
semi-angle for HAADF imaging and spectrum imaging is in the range of 
90–370 mrad and 0–84 mrad. The used energy dispersion for spectrum 
imaging is 0.25 eV per pixel and the energy resolution is around 1.5 eV 
determined by using the full-width at half-maximum method. The 
background of EELS analysis was subtracted using a power-law fitting 
method. To improve the signal–noise ratio of the atomic-resolution 
EELS mapping, we used the principal component analysis method 
during the post processing.

Calculation of turnover frequency and turnover number
We assume that all Cu atoms participate in the catalytic reaction, owing 
to the low (1%) overall concentration of Cu and challenges in measuring 
the surface fraction of such a low Cu concentration. This assumption 
gives an under-estimation to the turnover frequency (TOF). The fol-
lowing formula was used to estimate the TOF57:

j NF

m ω M
TOF (s ) =

/( )

/
−1 AcO

cat Ag

in which jAcO, N, F, mcat, ω and MAg denote the partial current density of 
acetate (taken from the highest FE case instead of the highest current 
case), the number of electrons transferred (4) in the CO-to-acetate 
conversion, the Faradaic constant, the catalyst mass loading, the Cu 
atomic fraction in the Cu/Ag-DA, and the atomic mass of Ag (major 
content of the Cu/Ag-DA), respectively. The resultant TOF is 31.3 s−1.

The same assumption, all Cu participating in the reaction, is made for 
the estimation of the turnover number (TON). It is the total amount of 
acetate produced normalized by the amount of the Cu sites58:

j NF t

m ω M
TON =

/( ) ×

/
AcO

cat Ag

in which t is the duration of electrolyser operation. We estimate a TON 
of 1.24 × 107 using performance data from the 10-atm membrane elec-
trode assembly experiments.

In situ Raman spectroscopy
In situ Raman spectroscopy was carried out using a Horiba LabRAM HR 
Evolution microscope. The Raman spectra were acquired with a He/Ne 
laser of λ = 532 nm and 4.9 mW. A series of neutral density filters were 
used to reduce the incident energy to <0.2 mW in all experiments to 
minimize sample damage. The scattered Raman light was collected 
using a 50× Leica lens (numerical aperture of 0.5) and the wavenumber 
calibration was carried out using a Si wafer. Freshly prepared 5 M KOH 



solution was used as the electrolyte. The electrolyte was pumped into a 
custom-made three-electrode electrochemical cell at a rate of 5 ml min−1 
using a peristaltic pump. The reference and counter electrodes used 
were a single-junction Ag/AgCl electrode and a graphite rod. The work-
ing electrode consisted of Cu/Ag-DA samples, and the area exposed to 
the electrolyte was about 0.8 cm2. Before the in situ experiments, new 
silicone gaskets were cut and rinsed with copious amounts of isopro-
panol and deionized water, and they were stored in deionized water 
overnight. On the day of the experiment, the storage deionized water 
was replaced with fresh deionized water from the Millipore machine. 
Potential-dependent in situ Raman spectroscopy was carried out using 
a 116-s acquisition time with an accumulation time of 6 s.

Data availability
The datasets supporting the findings of this article are included in the 
article and its Supplementary Information.
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